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1. Does the CRA or the Directorate have any stats on how many organizations have had their 
charitable registrations revoked for being involved with (whether purposefully or not) funding 
terrorism abroad? 
2. What is the best way for charities to demonstrate direct control of funds and activities they 
send/conduct abroad? 
3. Is the phenomenon of Canadian charities being used by listed terrorist entities on the increase 
according to CRA's experience over the last 10 years? 
4. How much manpower or time does the CRA devote to looking at this issue? 
5. Finally, is there a direct resource charities or their boards can use to flag the CRA if they 
believe their activities have been compromised by a terrorist entity? 

Answer 
1) Does the CRA or the Directorate have any stats on how many organizations have had their 
charitable registrations revoked for being involved with (whether purposefully or not) funding 
terrorism abroad? 

We do not have any statistics on how many organizations have had their charitable registrations 
revoked for being involved with funding terrorism abroad. 

The CRA can revoke an organization for a variety of non-compliance issues, for example: 
• failing to devote its resources to charitable purposes and activities; 
• failing to maintain adequate books and records; 
• failing to maintain direction and control over its resources; or 
• failing to maintain its status as a legal entity . 
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Section 241 of the Income Tax Act precludes the CRA from commenting on specific 
organizations. But when an organization is revoked for cause, the CRA is authorized to provide 
a summary of the reasons for revocation on its Web site at www.cra-arc.gc.calchrts
gvng/lstngs/menu-eng.html. 

You can find details on the CRA Web site by using the 'Charities Listings' and selecting 
'revoked charities for cause' from the drop down list. By leaving the charity name blank, you 
will receive a listing of all the charities that have been revoked for cause. Some entries include 
a summary that provides details on the reasons for revocation. In addition, the letters relating to 
the grounds for revocation are available to the public on request, in the language they were 
originally written, by calling 1-800-267-2384. 

2) What is the best way for charities to demonstrate direct control of funds and activities they 
send/conduct abroad? 

Canada's Income Tax Act rules apply no matter where a Canadian registered charity operates. 
The rules allow it either to make gifts to qualified donees (mostly other registered Canadian 
charities), or to carry on its own activities. Few foreign organizations are qualified donees. As a 
result, most Canadian charities operating outside Canada must do so by actively delivering their 
own programs. 

For more information, please see the following e RA Web pages: Canadian Registered 
Charities Carrying Out Activities Outside Canada, Charities in the International Context, and 
Checklist for charities on avoiding terrorist abuse. 

3) Is the phenomenon of Canadian charities being used by listed terrorist entities on the 
increase according to CRA's experience over the last 10 years? 

It is still too soon for us to confirm whether there is a trend. Instances of actual or suspected 
terrorist abuse of the registered charity sector are rare, but real - both in Canada and other 
countries. 

4) How much manpower or time does the CRA devote to looking at this issue? . 

Within the CRA, the Charities Directorate has a regulatory responsibility to identify problems 
and to take measures that protect and maintain public confidence in the charitable sector. In 
deciding whether organizations should be registered as charities, we need to ensure that the tax 
benefits reserved for Canada's charities are not used to provide support to terrorism in the guise 
of charity. As a result, every application for registration is carefully screened. 

If a registered charity is not meeting its obligations under the Income Tax Act, the CRA takes 
appropriate follow-up action. This action may include helping a charity to understand the rules, 
signing a compliance agreement, applying a sanction, or revoking registered status. The facts of 
a particular case will determine which compliance measure will be adopted. 

The CRA audits a number of registered charities each year as a result of public complaints, 
random selection, or after reviewing charities' annual information returns. Charities are also 
audited to ensure that only those organizations that meet the legal requirements for registration 
maintain charitable status and that they are spending their resources on the charitable purposes 
for which they were registered. 
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The CRA takes a balanced approach to compliance that includes educating charities about the 
rules, conducting audits, applying sanctions, or revoking registered status. If a registered 
charity's activities are not consistent with the requirements ofthe Act, the CRA will take 
appropriate action. 

5) Finally, is there a direct resource charities or their boards can use to flag the CRA if they 
believe their activities have been compromised by a terrorist entity? 

The CRA is responsible for ensuring that the benefits provided to Canadian registered charities 
under the Income Tax Act remain available only to those organizations that operate within the 
boundaries of the law. The CRA takes this responsibility very seriously. 

Charities have to remember their obligations under Canada's anti-terrorism legislation. As with 
all individuals and organizations in Canada, charities are responsible for making sure that they 
do not operate in association with individuals or groups that are engaged in terrorist activities, 
or that support terrorist activities. The intentional provision of support to terrorists is a crime. 

As suggested at the end of our Checklist for charities on avoiding terrorist abuse: 

Anyone who suspects links to terrorism should report them to the RCMP's National Security 
Information Line, 1-800-420-5805, or visit National Security Information Network on the Web. 

Any individual who has concerns that a specific registered charity is not complying with the 
terms for charitable registration, can inform the CRA by calling 1-800-267-2384 or by sending 
an email toCharitiesComplianceDivisi.LPRA@cra.gc.ca. The CRA carefully considers all 
complaints it receives about particular registered charities and takes appropriate follow-up 
action. For more information, visit Complaints about registered charities on the Web. 

Call received by: 

Myle"e Croteau - HQ 
In consultation with 

LPRAB 
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Croteau, Mylene 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

19(1 ) 

Croteau, Mylene 
April 30, 2012 12:26 PM 
PA-AP-Dist_Media_Enquiries-Demandes_medias 
PA-AP-DisCCC_Media Enquiries / Demandes medias 
FOR INFO - Media Enquiry / Charities - terrorist activities / 19(1) . 
:9i1l _ . ... _. 

FOR INFO 

Deadline: Wednesday, May 2, 2 p.m. 

Request 

1. Does the CRA or the Directorate have any stats on how many organizations have had their charitable registrations 
revoked for being involved with (whether purposefully or not) funding terrorism abroad? 
2. What is the best way for charities to demonstrate direct control of funds and activities they send/conduct abroad? 
3. Is the phenomenon of Canadian charities being used by listed terrorist entities on the increase according to CRA's 
experience over the last 10 years? 
4. How much manpower or time does the CRA devote to looking at this issue? 
5. Finally, is there a direct resource charities or their boards can use to flag the CRA if they believe their activities have 
been compromised by a terrorist entity? 

Status 

Currently with LPRAB for input. Will be submitted for CO/MO approval prior to contacting the reporter. 

Myleme Croteau 
Media Relations Advisor I Conseillere en relations avec les medias 
Media Relations I Relations avec les medias 
Public Affairs Branch I Direction genera Ie des affaires publiques 
555 MacKenzie Avenue I 555 avenue MacKenzie 
Ottawa, Ontario I Ottawa (Ontario) 
KIAOL5 

Tel.l Tel. : 613-957-3522 
Fax I Telecopieur: 613-296-7848 
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Croteau, Mylene 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hi Kavell, 

Croteau, Mylene 
May 3, 2012 09:04 AM 
Reid, Kavell 
RE: FOR ACTION - Media Enquiry / Charities - terrorist activities / 19(1) 
19( 1 ) -

Thanks - just wanted to confirm that this is approved by your AC? 

M. 

Myleme Croteau 
Media Relations Advisor I Conseillere en relations avec les medias 
Media Relations I Relations avec les medias 
Public Affairs Branch I Direction generale des affaires publiques 
555 MacKenzie Avenue I 555 avenue MacKenzie 
Ottawa, Ontario I Ottawa (Ontario) 
KIAOL5 

Tel. I Tel. : 613-957-3522 
Fax I Telecopieur : 613-296-7848 

/ 

.. _----------------------_._------.----------_._-------------------_._--
From: Reid, Kavell 
Sent: May 2, 2012 4:40 PM 
To: Croteau, Mylene 
Cc: Juneau, Carl; McEvoy, Maureen; Pynn, Shelley; Fraser, Jennifer E. 
Subject: FW: FOR ACTION · Media Enquiry / Charities · terrorist activities / 19(1) 
Importance: High 

Hi Mylene, 

Here is our response for the media enquiry. 

'1(ave[[ 

Questions and responses: 

1) Does the CRA or the Directorate have any stats on how many organizations have had their charitable 
registrations revoked for being involved with (whether purposefully or not) funding terrorism abroad? 

We do not have any statistics on how many organizations have had their charitable registrations revoked for 
being involved with funding terrorism abroad. 

The CRA can revoke an organization for a variety of non-compliance issues, for example: 

failing to devote its resources to charitable purposes and activities; 
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failing to maintain adequate books and records; 

failing to maintain direction and control over its resources; or 

failing to maintain its status as a legal entity. 

Section 241 of the Income Tax Act precludes the CRA from commenting on specific organizations. But when an 
organization is revoked for cause, the CRA is authorized to provide a summary of the reasons for revocation 
on its Web site at www.cra-arc.gc.ca/chrts-gvng/lstngs/menu-eng.html. 

You can find details on the CRA Web site by using the 'Charities Listings' and selecting 'revoked charities for 
cause' from the drop down list. By leaving the charity name blank, you will receive a listing of all the charities 
that have been revoked for cause. Some entries include a summary that provides details on the reasons for 
revocation. In addition, the letters relating to the grounds for revocation are available to the public on request, 
in the language they were originally written, by calling 1-800-267-2384. 

2) What is the best way for charities to demonstrate direct control of funds and activities they send/conduct 
abroad? 

Canada's Income Tax Act rules apply no matter where a Canadian registered charity operates. The rules allow it 
either to make gifts to qualified donees (mostly other registered Canadian charities), or to carryon its own 
activities. Few foreign organizations are qualified donees. As a result, most Canadian charities operating outside 
Canada must do so by actively delivering their own programs. 

For more information, please see the following CRA Web pages: Canadian Registered Charities Carrying Out 
Activities Outside Canada, Charit ies in the Internat ional Context, and Checklist for charities on avoiding terrorist 
abuse. 

3) Is the phenomenon of Canadian charities being used by listed terrorist entities on the increase according to 
CRA's experience over the last 10 years? 

It is still too soon for us to say whether the th ings we see are trends, or just a product of our increasing activity 
and expertise. What we can say is that, from what we see, instances of actual or suspected terrorist abuse of 
the registered charity sector are rare, but real- both in Canada and other countries. 

4) How much manpower or time does the CRA devote to looking at this issue? 

Within the CRA, the Charities Directorate has a regulatory responsibility to identify problems and to take 
measures that protect and maintain public confidence in the charitable sector. In deciding whether 
organizations should be registered as charities, we need to ensure that the tax benefits reserved for Canada's 
charities are not used to provide support to terrorism in the guise of charity. As a result, every application for 
registration is carefully screened. 

If a registered charity is not meeting its obligations under the Income Tax Act, the CRA takes appropriate follow
up action. This action may include helping a charity to understand the rules, signing a compliance agreement, 
applying a sanction, or revoking registered status. The facts of a particular case will determine which compliance 
measure will be adopted. 

The CRA audits a number of registered charities each year as a result of public complaints, random selection, or 
after reviewing charities' annual information returns. Charities are also audited to ensure that only those 
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organizations that meet the legal requirements for registration maintain charitable status and that they are 
spending their resources on the charitable purposes for which they were registered. 

The CRA takes a balanced approach to compliance that includes educating charities about the rules, conducting 
audits, applying sanctions, or revoking registered status. If a registered charity's activities are not consistent 
with the requirements of the Act, the CRA will take appropriate action. 

5) Finally, is there a direct resource charities or their boards can use to flag the CRA ifthey believe their 
activities have been compromised by a terrorist entity? 

The CRA is responsible for ensuring that the benefits provided to Canadian registered charities under the 
Income Tax Act remain available only to those organizations that operate within the boundaries of the law. The 
CRA takes this responsibility very seriously. 

Charities have to remember their obligations under Canada's anti-terrorism legislation. As with all individuals 
and organizations in Canada, charities are responsible for making sure that they do not operate in association 
with individuals or groups that are engaged in terrorist activities, or that support terrorist activities. The 
intentiona I provision of support to terrorists is a crime. 

As suggested at the end of our Checklist for charities on avoid ing terrorist abuse: 

Anyone who suspects links to terrorism should report them to the RCMP's National Security Information Line, 1-
800-420-5805, or visit National Securitv Information Net work on the Web. 

Any individual who has concerns that a specific registered charity is not complying with the terms for charitable 
registration, can inform the CRA by ca lling 1-800-267-2384 or by send ing an email to 
CharitiesComplianceDivisi.LPRA@cra.gc.ca. The CRA ca refully considers all complaints it receives about 
particular registered charities and takes appropriate follow-up action . For more information, visit Complaints 
about registered chari t ies on t he Web. 

------------------_ .. 
From: Croteau, Mylene 
Sent: April 30, 2012 12:24 PM 
To: Fraser, Jennifer E.; Reid, Kavell 
Cc: Pynn, Shelley; Tremblay, Annie 
SubJect: FOR ACTION - Media Enquiry / Charities - terrorist activit ies / 19(1) 

FOR ACTION 

19(1 ) 

Deadline: Wednesday, May 2,12 p.m. 

Request 

1. Does the CRA or the Directorate have any stats on how many organizations have had their charitable registrations 
revoked for being involved with (whether purposefully or not) funding terrorism abroad? 
2 .. What is the best way for charities to demonstrate direct control of funds and activities they send/conduct abroad? 
3. Is the phenomenon of Canadian charities being used by listed terrorist entities on the increase according to CRA's 
experience over the last 10 years? 
4. How much manpower or time does the CRA devote to looking at this issue? 
5. Finally, is there a direct resource charities or their boards can use to flag the CRA if they believe their activities have 
been compromised by a terrorist entity? 
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MylEme Croteau 
Media Relations Advisor I Conseillere en relations avec les medias 
Media Relations I Relations avec les medias 
Public Affairs Branch I Direction generale des affaires publiques 
555 MacKenzie Avenue I 555 avenue MacKenzie 
Ottawa, Ontario I Ottawa (Ontario) 
KIA OL5 

Tel. I Tel. : 613-957-3522 
Fax I Telecopieur : 613-296-7848 
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Croteau, Mylene 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

19(1 ) 

Croteau, Mylene 
May 3, 2012 09:11 AM 
PA-AP-Dist_Media_Enquiries-Demandes_medias 
PA-AP-DisCCC_Media Enquiries / Demandes medias 
FOR APPROVAL - Media Enquiry / Charities - terrorist activities / 19(1) 
19(1) : -

FOR APPROVAL 

Deadline: Thursday, May 3, 2 p.m. 

Request 

1. Does the CRA or the Directorate have any stats on how many organizations have had their charitable registrations 
revoked for being involved with (whether purposefully or not) funding terrorism abroad? 
2. What is the best way for charities to demonstrate direct control of funds and activities they send/conduct abroad? 
3. Is the phenomenon of Canadian charities being used by listed terroristentities on the increase according to CRA's 
experience over the last 10 years? 
4. How much manpower or time does the CRA devote to looking at this issue? 
5. Finally, is there a direct resource charities or their boards can use to flag the CRA if they believe their activities have 
been compromised by a terrorist entity? 

Proposed responses (Approved by LPRAB AC): 

The CRA understands that registered charities are an important part of our society. We encourage Canadians to donate 
generously, but also to do their homework. 

The CRA regulates these registered organizations through the Income Tax Act and is committed to ensuring that they 
operate in compliance with the law. When a registered charity is found not to comply with its legal obligations, the CRA 
may revoke its registered status under the Act. 

1) Does the CRA or the Directorate have any stats on how many organizations have had their charitable 
registrations revoked for being involved with (whether purposefully or not) funding terrorism abroad? 

We do not have any statistics on how many organizations have had their charitable registrations revoked for 
being involved with funding terrorism abroad. 

The CRA can revoke an organization for a variety of non-compliance issues, for example: 

failing to devote its resources to charitable purposes and activities; 

failing to maintain adequate books and records; 

failing to maintain direction and control over its resources; or 

failing to maintain its status as a legal entity. 
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Section 241 of the Income Tax Act precludes the CRA from commenting on specific organizations. But when an 
organization is revoked for cause, the CRA is authorized to provide a summary of the reasons for revocation 
on its Web site at www.cra-arc.gc.ca/chrts-gvng/lstngs/menu-eng.html. 

You can find details on the CRA Web site by using the 'Charities Listings' and selecting 'revoked charities for 
cause' from the drop down list. By leaving the charity name blank, you will receive a listing of all the charities that 
have been revoked for cause. Some entries include a summary that provides details on the reasons for 
revocation. In addition , the letters relating to the grounds for revocation are available to the public on request, in 
the language they were originally written , by calling 1-800-267-2384. 

2) What is the best way for charities to demonstrate direct control of funds and activities they 
send/conduct abroad? 

Canada's Income Tax Act rules apply no matter where a Canadian registered charity operates. The rules allow it 
either to make gifts to qualified donees (mostly other registered Canadian charities), or to carry on its own 
activities. Few foreign organizations are qualified donees. As a result, most Canadian charities operating outside 
Canada must do so by actively delivering their own programs. 

For more information, please see the following CRA Web pages: Canadian Reg istered Charities Carrying Out 
Activities Outside Canada, Charities in the International Context, and Checkl ist for charities on avoiding terrorist 
abuse. 

3) Is the phenomenon of Canadian charities being used by listed terrorist entities on the increase 
according to CRA's experience over the last 10 years? 

It is still too soon for us to say whether the things we see are trends, or just a product of our increasing activity 
and expertise. What we can say is that, from what we see, instances of actual or suspected terrorist abuse of the 
registered charity sector are rare, but real- both in Canada and other countries. 

4) How much manpower or time does the CRA devote to looking at this issue? 

Within the CRA, the Charities Directorate has a regulatory responsibility to identify problems and to take 
measures that protect and maintain public confidence in the charitable sector. In deciding whether organizations 
should be registered as charities, we need to ensure that the tax benefits reserved for Canada's charities are not 
used to provide support to terrorism in the guise of charity. As a result, every application for reg istration is 
carefully screened. 

If a registered charity is not meeting its obligations under the Income Tax Act, the CRA takes appropriate follow
up action. This action may include helping a charity to understand the rules, Signing a compliance agreement, 
applying a sanction, or reVOking registered status. The facts of a particular case will determine which compliance 
measure will be adopted. 

The eRA audits a number of registered charities each year as a result of public complaints, random selection, or 
after reviewing charities' annual information returns. Charities are also audited to ensure that only those 
organizations that meet the legal requirements for registration maintain charitable status and that they are 
spending their resources on the charitable purposes for which they were registered. 

The CRA takes a balanced approach to compliance that includes educating charities about the rules, conducting 
audits, applying sanctions, or revoking registered status. If a registered charity's activities are not consistent with 
the requirements of the Act, the CRA will take appropriate action. 

5) Finally, is there a direct resource charities or their boards can use to flag the CRA if they believe their 
activities have been compromised by a terrorist entity? 

The CRA is responsible for ensuring that the benefits provided to Canadian registered charities under the Income 
Tax Act remain available only to those organizations that operate within the boundaries of the law. The CRA 
takes this responsibility very seriously. 

Charities have to remember their obligations under Canada's anti-terrorism legislation. As with all individuals and 
organizations in Canada, charities are responsible for making sure that they do not operate in association with 
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individuals or groups that are engaged in terrorist activities, or that support terrorist activities. The intentional 
provision of support to terrorists is a crime. 

As suggested at the end of our Checklist for charities on avoiding terrorist abuse: 

Anyone who suspects links to terrorism should report them to the RCMP's National Security Information Line, 1-
800-420-5805, or visit National Security Information Network on the Web. 

Any individual who has concerns that a specific registered charity is not complying with the terms for charitable 
registration, can inform the CRA by calling 1-800-267-2384 or by sending an email to 
CharitiesComplianceDivisi.LPRA@cra.gc.ca. The CRA carefully considers all complaints it receives about 
particular registered charities and takes appropriate follow-up action. For more information, visit Complaints about 
registered charities on the Web. 

Myh~ne Croteau 
Media Relations Advisor I ConseillEire en relations avec les medias 
Media Relations I Relations avec les medias 
Public Affairs Branch I Direction gemerale des affaires publiques 
555 MacKenzie Avenue I 555 avenue MacKenzie 
Ottawa, Ontario I Ottawa (Ontario) 
KIA OL5 

TeLl Tel. : 613-957-3522 
Fax I Telecopieur : 613-296-7848 
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Croteau, Mylene 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hello ladies, 

Croteau, Mylene 
May 3, 2012 01:56 PM 
Reid, Kavell; Fraser, Jennifer E. 
FW: FOR APPROVAL - Media Enquiry / Charities - terrorist activities / 19(1) 
19(1 ) 

/ 

Please see below - can you confirm it's ok from your side? They are basically just removing the first part of the answer 
to question 3. Looks fine to me, but I wanted to run it by you to be safe! The sooner the better, this is the one whose 
deadline wa·s yesterday, I managed to get him to push it back to this afternoon but would like to answer soon. 

Thanks, as usual! 

Mylene 

Myleme Croteau 
Media Relations Advisor I Conseillere en relations avec les medias 
Media Relations I Relations avec les medias 
Public Affairs Branch I Direction generale des affaires publiques 
555 MacKenzie Avenue I 555 avenue MacKenzie 
Ottawa, Ontario I Ottawa (Ontario) 
KIA OL5 

Tel. I Tel. : 613-957-3522 
Fax I Telecopieur : 613-296-7848 

From: Davis, Nadine 
Sent: May 3, 2012 1 :53 PM 
To: Croteau, Mylene; PA-AP-DisCMedia_Enquiries-Demandes_medias 
Cc: PA-AP-DisCCC_Media Enquiries I Demandes medias 
Subject: FW: FOR APPROVAL - Media Enquiry / Charities - terrorist activities / 19(1) 

Good to COIMO once below changes are confirmed by branch. 

Please change answer 3 to read as below, then approved. 

Thanks. 

3) Is the phenomenon of Canadian charities being used by listed terrorist entities on the increase according to eRA's 
experience over the last 10 years? 

Instances of actual or suspected terrorist abuse of the registered charity sector are rare, but real- both in Canada and 
other countries . 

Nadine Davis 
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Issues Manager I Gestionnaire des enjeux 
Office of the Minister of National Revenue I Cabinet du Ministre du Revenu national 
7th Floor - Office 70061 7e etage - Bureau 7006 
Connaught Building I Edifice Connaught 
555 MacKenzie Avenue I 555, avenue MacKenzie 
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OL5 
613-947-4853 
613-617-5572 (c) 
Nadine.Davis@cra-arc.gc.ca 

-----------_._--_._--------
From: Croteau, Mylene 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 201209:10 AM 
To: PA-AP-Dist_Media_Enquiries-Demandes_medias 
Cc: PA-AP-Dist_CC_Media Enquiries I Demandes medias 
Subject: FOR APPROVAL - Media Enquiry I Charities - terrorist activities I 19(1) 

FOR APPROVAL 

19(1 ) 

Deadline: Thursday, May 3, 2 p.m. 

Request 

1. Does the CRA or the Directorate have any stats on how many organizations have had their charitable registrations 
revoked for being involved with (whether purposefully or not) funding terrorism abroad? 
2. What is the best way for charities to demonstrate direct control of funds and activities they send/conduct abroad? 
3. Is the phenomenon of Canadian charities being used by listed terrorist entities on the increase according to CRA's 
experience over the last 10 years? 
4. How much manpower or time does the CRA devote to looking at this issue? 
5. Finally, is there a direct resource charities or their boards can use to flag the CRA if they believe their activities have 
been compromised by a terrorist entity? 

Proposed responses (Approved by LPRAB AC): 

The CRA understands that registered charities are an important part of our society. We encourage Canadians to donate 
generously, but also to do their homework. 

The CRA regulates these registered organizations through the Income Tax Act and is committed to ensuring that they 
operate in compliance with the law. When a registered charity is found not to comply with its legal obligations, the CRA 
may revoke its registered status under the Act. 

1) Does the CRA or the Directorate have any stats on how many organizations have had their charitable 
registrations revoked for being involved with (whether purposefully or not) funding terrorism abroad? 

We do not have any statistics on how many organizations have had their charitable registrations revoked for 
being involved with funding terrorism abroad. 

The CRA can revoke an organization for a variety of non-compliance issues, for example: 

failing to devote its resources to charitable purposes and activities; 

failing to maintain adequate books and records; 
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failing to maintain direction and control over its resources; or 

failing to maintain its status as a legal entity . 

Section 241 of the Income Tax Act precludes the CRA from commenting on specific organizations. But when an 
organization is revoked for cause, the CRA is authorized to provide a summary of the reasons for revocation 
on its Web site at www.cra-arc.gc.ca/chrts-gvng/lstngs/menu-eng.html. 

You can find details on the CRA Web site by using the 'Charities Listings' and selecting 'revoked charities for 
cause' from the drop down list. By leaving the charity name blank, you will receive a listing of all the charities that 
have been revoked for cause. Some entries include a summary that provides details on the reasons for 
revocation. In addition, the letters relating to the grounds for revocation are available to the public on request, in 
the language they were originally written , by calling 1-800-267-2384. 

2) What is the best way for charities to demonstrate direct control of funds and activities they 
sendlconduct abroad? 

Canada's Income Tax Act rules apply no matter where a Canad ian registered charity operates. The rules allow it 
either to make gifts to qualified donees (mostly other reg istered Canadian charities), or to carry on its own 
activities. Few foreign organizations are qualified donees. As a result, rnost Canadian charities operating outside 
Canada must do so by actively delivering their own programs. 

For more information, please see the following CRA Web pages: Canadian Registered Charities Carrying Out 
Activities Outside Canada, Charities in the International Context, and Checklist for charities on avoiding terrorist 
abuse. 

3) Is the phenomenon of Canadian charities being used by listed terrorist entities on the increase 
according to CRA's experience over the last 10 years? 

It is still too soon for us to say whether the things we see are trends, or just a product of our increasing activity 
and expertise. What we can say is that, from what we see, instances of actual or suspected terrorist abuse of the 
registered charity sector are rare, but real - both in Canada and other countries. 

4) How much manpower or t ime does the CRA devote to looking at this issue? 

Within the CRA, the Charities Directorate has a regu latory responsibility to identify problems and to take 
measures that protect and maintain public confidence in the charitable sector. In deciding whether organizations 
should be registered as cll arities, we need to ensure that the tax benefits reserved for Canada's charities are not 
used to provide support to terrorism in the guise of charity. As a result, every application for registration is 
carefully screened. 

If a registered charity is not meeting its obligations under the Income Tax Act, the CRA takes appropriate follow
up action. This action may include helping a charity to understand the rules, signing a compliance agreement, 
applying a sanction, or revoking registered status. The facts of a particular case will determine which compliance 
measure will be adopted. 

The CRA audits a number of registered charities each year as a result of public complaints, random selection, or 
after reviewing charities' annual information returns. Charities are also audited to ensure that only those 
organizations that meet the legal requirements for registration maintain charitable status and that they are 
spending their resources on the charitable purposes for which they were registered . 

The CRA takes a balanced approach to compliance that includes educating charities about the r ules, conducting 
audits, applying sanctions, or revoking registered status. If a registered charity 's activities are not consistent with 
the requirements of the Act, the CRA will take appropriate action. 

5) Finally, is there a direct resource charities or their boards can use to flag the CRA if they believe their 
activities have been compromised by a terrorist entity? 
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The CRA is responsible for ensuring that the benefits provided to Canadian registered charities under the Income 
Tax Act remain available only to those organizations that operate within the boundaries of the law. The CRA 
takes this responsibility very seriously. 

Charities have to remember their obligations under Canada's anti-terrorism legislation. As with all individuals and 
organizations in Canada, charities are responsible for making sure that they do not operate in association with 
individuals or groups that are engaged in terrorist activities, or that support terrorist activities. The intentional 
provision of support to terrorists is a crime. 

As suggested at the end of our Checklist for charities on avoiding terrorist abuse: 

Anyone who suspects links to terrorism should report them to the RCMP's National Security Information Line, 1-
800-420-5805, or visit National Security Information Network on the Web. 

Any individual who has concerns that a specific registered charity is not complying with the terms for charitable 
registration , can inform the CRA by calling 1-800-267-2384 or by sending an email to 
CharitiesComplianceDivisi.LPRA@cra,gc,ca. The CRA carefully considers all complaints it receives about 
particular registered charities and takes appropriate follow-up action. For more information, visit Complaints about 
registered charities on the Web. 

Myleme Croteau 
Media Relations Advisor I Conseillere en relations avec les medias 
Media Relations I Relations avec les medias 
Public Affairs Branch I Direction generale des affaires publiques 
555 MacKenzie Avenue I 555 avenue MacKenzie 
Ottawa, Ontario I Ottawa (Ontario) 
KIA OL5 

Tel. I Tel. : 613-957-3522 
Fax I Telecopieur: 613-296-7848 
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Croteau, Mylene 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hi Nadine, 

Croteau, Mylene 
May 3, 2012 02:13 PM 
Davis, Nadine 
RE: FOR APPROVAL - Media Enquiry / Charities - terrorist activities / 19(1) 
19(1 ) 

/ 

As discussed - here is what LPRAB (Charities) would prefer. Basically they feel that if we remove ihe first part, it doesn't 
address the question directly and the reporter might come back. Here is the suggested compromise: 

3) Is the phenomenon of Canadian charities being used by listed terrorist entities on the increase 
according to CRA's experience over the last 10 years? 

It is still too soon for us to say whether the things we see are trends, or just a product of our increasing activity 
and expertise. Instances of actual or suspected terrorist abuse of the registered charity sector are rare, but real -
both in Canada and other countries. 

Let me know if that works. If you prefer to have it in the "FOR APPROVAL" format and sent out to the group, let me 
know - I will send it to the group that way. 

Thanks, 

M. 

Mylene Croteau 
Media Relations Advisor I Consei llere en relations avec les medias 
Media Relations I Relations avec les medias 
Public Affairs Branch I Direction generale des affaires publiques 
555 MacKenzie Avenue I 555 avenue MacKenzie 
Ottawa, Ontario I Ottawa (Ontario) 
KIA OL5 

TeLl Tel. : 613-957-3522 
Fax I Teit§copieur: 613-296-7848 

--------------_._--_._-
From: Davis, Nadine 
Sent: May 3, 2012 1:53 PM 
To: Croteau, Mylene; PA-AP-Dist_Media_Enquiries-Demandes_medias 
Cc: PA-AP-DisCCC_Media Enquiries I Demandes medias 
Subject: FW: FOR APPROVAL - Media Enquiry I Charities - terrorist activities I 19(1) 

Good to COIMO once below changes are confirmed by branch. 

Please change answer 3 to read as below, then approved. 

Thanks. 

F 

3) Is the phenomenon of Canadian charities being used by listed terrorist entities on the increase according to eRA's 
experience over the last 10 years? 
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Instances of actual or suspected terrorist abuse of the registered charity sector are rare, but real - both in Canada and 
other countries. 

Nadine Davis 
Issues Manager I Gestionnaire des enjeux 
Office of the Minister of National Revenue I Cabinet du Ministre du Revenu national 
7th Floor - Office 70061 7e l§tage - Bureau 7006 
Connaught Building I Edifice Connaught 
555 MacKenzie Avenue I 555, avenue MacKenzie 
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OL5 
613-947-4853 
613-617-5572 (c) 
Nadine.Davis@cra-arc.gc.ca 

From: Croteau, Mylene 
Sent: Thursday, May 03,2012 09:10 AM 
To: PA-AP-Dist_Media_Enquiries-Demandes_medias 
Cc: PA-AP-Dist_CC_Media Enquiries / Demandes medias 
Subject: FOR APPROVAL - Media Enquiry / Charities - terrorist activit ies / 19(1) 

FOR APPROVAL 

19(1 ) 

Deadline: Thursday, May 3, 2 p.m. 

Request 

1. Does the CRA or the Directorate have any stats on how many organizations have had their charitable registrations 
revoked for being involved with (whether purposefully or not) funding terrorism abroad? 
2. What is the best way for charities to demonstrate direct control of funds and activities they send/conduct abroad? 
3. Is the phenomenon of Canadian charities being used by listed terrorist entities on the increase according to CRA's 
experience over the last 10 years? 
4. How much manpower or time does the CRA devote to looking at this issue? 
5. Finally, is there a direct resource charities or their boards can use to flag the CRA if they believe their activities have 
been compromised by a terrorist entity? 

Proposed responses (Approved by LPRAB AC): 

The CRA understands that registered charities are an important part of our society. We encourage Canadians to donate 
generously, but also to do their homework. 

The CRA regulates these registered organizations through the Income Tax Act and is committed to ensuring that they 
operate in compliance with the law. When a registered charity is found not to comply with its legal obligations, the CRA 
may revoke its registered status under the Act. 

1) Does the eRA or the Directorate have any stats on how many organizations have had their charitable 
registrations revoked for being involved with (whether purposefully or not) funding terrorism abroad? 
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We do not have any statistics on how many organizations have had their charitable registrations revoked for 
being involved with funding terrorism abroad. 

The CRA can revoke an organization for a variety of non-compliance issues, for example: 

failing to devote its resources to charitable purposes and activities; 

failing to maintain adequate books and records; 

failing to maintain direction and control over its resources; or 

failing to maintain its status as a legal entity . 

Section 241 of the Income Tax Act precludes the CRA from commenting on specific organizations. But when an 
organization is revoked for cause, the CRA is authorized to provide a summary of the reasons for revocation 
on its Web site at www.cra-arc.gc.ca/chrts-gvng/lstngs/menu-eng.html. 

You can find details on the CRA Web site by using the 'Charities Listings' and selecting 'revoked charities for 
cause' from the drop down list. By leaving the charity name blank, you will rece ive a listing of all the charities that 
have been revoked for cause. Some entries include a summary that provides details on the reasons for 
revocation . In addition, the letters relating to the grounds for revocation are available to the public on request, in 
the language they were originally written, by cal ling 1-800-267-2384. 

2) What is the best way for charities to demonstrate direct control of funds and activities they 
send/conduct abroad? 

Canada's Income Tax Act rules apply no matter where a Canadian reg istered charity operates. The rules allow it 
either to make gifts to qualified donees (mostly other registered Canad ian charities) , or to carry on its own 
activities. Few foreign organizations are qualified donees. As a result, most Canadian charities operating outside 
Canada must do so by actively delivering their own programs. 

For more information, please see the following CRA Web pages: Canadian Registered Charities Carrying Out 
Activities Outside Canada, Charities in the International Context, and Checklist for charities on avoiding terrorist 
abuse. 

3) Is the phenomenon of Canadian charities being used by listed terrorist entities on the increase 
according to CRA's experience over the last 10 years? 

It is still too soon for us to say whether the th ings we see are trends, or just a product of our increasing activity 
and expertise. What we can say is that, from what we see, instances of actual or suspected terrorist abuse of the 
registered charity sector are rare, but real - both in Canada and other countries. 

4) How much manpower or time does the CRA devote to looking at this issue? 

Within the CRA, the Charities Directorate has a regulatory responsibility to identity problems and to take 
measures that protect and maintain public confidence in the charitable sector. In deciding whether organizations 
should be registered as charities, we need to ensure that the tax benefits reserved for Canada's charities are not 
used to provide support to terrorism in the guise of charity. As a result, every application for registration is 
carefully screened. 

If a registered charity is not meeting its obligations under the Income Tax Act, the CRA takes appropriate follow
up action. This action may include helping a charity to understand the rules , signing a compliance agreement, 
applying a sanction, or revoking registered status. The facts of a particular case will determine which compliance 
measure will be adopted. 

The CRA audits a number of registered charities each year as a result of public complaints, random selection, or 
after reviewing charities' annual information returns. Charities are also audited to ensure that only those 
organizations that meet the legal requirements for registration maintain charitable status and that they are 
spending their resources on the charitable purposes for which they were registered . 
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The CRA takes a balanced approach to compliance that includes educating charities about the rules, conducting 
audits, applying sanctions, or revoking registered status. If a registered charity's activities are not consistent with 
the requirements of the Act, the CRA will take appropriate action. 

5) Finally, is there a direct resource charities or their boards can use to nag the CRA if they believe their 
activities have been compromised by a terrorist entity? i ' 

The CRA is responsible for· ensuring that the benefits provided to Canadian registered charities under the Income 
Tax Act remain available only to those organizations that operate within the boundaries of the law. The CRA 
takes this responsibility very seriously. 

Charities have to remember their obligations under Canada's anti-terrorism legislation. As with all individuals and 
organizations in Canada, charities are responsible for making sure that they do not operate in association with 
individuals or groups that are engaged in terrorist activities, or that support terrorist activities. The intentional 
provision of support to terrorists is a crime. 

As suggested at the end of our Checklist for charities on avoiding terrorist abuse: 

Anyone who suspects links to terrorism should report them to the RCMP's National Security Information Line, 1-
800-420-5805, or visit National Security Information Network on the Web. 

Any individual who has concerns that a specific reg istered charity is not complying with the terms for charitable 
registration, can inform the CRA by calling 1-800-267-2384 or by sending an email to 
CharitiesComplianceDivisi.LPRA@cra.gc.ca. The CRA carefully considers all complaints it receives about 
particular registered charities and takes appropriate follow-up action. For more information, visit Complaints about 
registered charities on the Web. 

Myl€me Croteau 
Media Relations Advisor I Conseillere en relations avec les medias 
Media Relations I Relations avec les medias 
Public Affairs Branch I Direction gelnerale des affaires publiques 
555 MacKenzie Avenue I 555 avenue MacKenzie 
Ottawa, Ontario I Ottawa (Ontario) 
KIA OL5 

Tel. I Tel. : 613-957-3522 
Fax I Telecopieur: 613-296-7848 
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Croteau, Mylene 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Croteau, Mylene 
May 3, 2012 03:08 PM 
Davis, Nadine 
Carisse, Noel 
RE: FOR APPROVAL - Media Enquiry / Charities - terrorist activities / 19(1) 
19(1) F 

After a quick chat with Noel, here's the suggested edit - can you please ask Clarke if that is ok by him? : 

3) Is the phenomenon of Canadian charities being used by listed terrorist entities on the increase 
according to CRA's experience over the last 10 years? 

/ 

It is still too soon for us to confirm whether there is a trend. Instances of actual or suspected terrorist abuse of the 
registered charity sector are rare, but real - both in Canada and other countries. 

Thanks, 

M. 

Mylene Croteau 
Media Relations Advisor I Conseillere en relations avec les medias 
Media Relations I Relations avec les medias 
Public Affairs Branch I Direction gEmerale des affaires publiques 
555 MacKenzie Avenue I 555 avenue MacKenzie 
Ottawa, Ontario I Ottawa (Ontario) 
KIA OL5 

Tel. I Tel. : 613-957-3522 
Fax I Telecopieur : 613-296-7848 

------_ .. _ .. _-------_._----_ .. _------ -_ .. _._ ... ---
From: Davis, Nadine 
Sent: May 3, 2012 2:54 PM 
To: Croteau, Mylene; Brideau, Philippe; Carisse, Noel 
Cc: Conabree, Mark; Miron, Eric 
Subject: Fw: FOR APPROVAL - Media Enquiry / Charities - terrorist activities / 19( 1 ) 

Mylene, 

Please see comments below from MO. 

Sent from my BlackBerry handheld. 
Envoye a partir de mon BlackBerry. 

From: 19(1) 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2012 02:50 PM 
To: Davis, Nadine 
Cc: 19(1) Conabree, Mark 
Subject: Re: FOR APPROVAL - Media Enquiry / Charities - terrorist activities / 

1 

19(1 ) 
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I am concerned that the first sentence could be interpreted that CRA is concerned about abuse of the charitable sector 
by terrorist groups. My understanding is that our controls in this area are very strong, so please edit to address this 
concern or remove from our response. 

Thanks. 

Sent from my BlackBerry handheld. 
Envoye II partir de mon BlackBerry. 

------~--

From: Davis, Nadine 
Sent: Thursday, May 03,201202:19 PM 
To: 19(1) 
Cc: 19(1) Conabree, Mark 
Subject: FW: FOR APPROVAL - Media Enquiry I Charities - terrorist activities I 19( 1) 

19(1 ) 

The program (Charities Directorate) has returned with a suggestion to include some wording from their suggested 
response, as well as the wording from your suggestion. They felt that without their introductory sentence, the reporter 
would return with additional questions. As a result, they have suggested the following: 

3) Is the phenomenon of Canadian charities being used by listed terrorist entities on the increase 
according to CRA's experience over the last 10 years? 

It is still too soon for us to say whether the things we see are trends, or just a product of our increasing activity 
and expertise. Instances of actual or suspected terrorist abuse of the registered charity sector are rare, but real
both in Canada and other countries. 

Please advise. 

- Nadine 
-_ •. __ .. _-------------_._- -

From: Davis, Nadine 
Sent: May 3, 2012 1 :53 PM 
To: Croteau, Mylene; PA-AP-Dist_Media_Enqulries-Demandes_medias 
Cc: PA-AP-Dist_CC_Media Enquiries I Demandes medias 
Subject: FW: FOR APPROVAL - Media Enquiry I Charities - terrorist activities I 19( 1) 

Good to COIMO once below changes are confirmed by branch. 

Please change answer 3 to read as below, then approved. 

Thanks. 

3) Is the phenomenon of Canadian charities being used by listed terrorist entities on the increase according to CRA's 
experience over the last 10 years? 

Instances of actual or suspected terrorist abuse of the registered charity sector are rare, but real- both in Canada and 
other countries. 
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Nadine Davis 
Issues Manager / Gestionnaire des enjeux 
Office of the Minister of National Revenue / Cabinet du Ministre du Revenu national 
7th Floor - Office 7006 / 7e IMage - Bureau 7006 
Connaught Building / Edifice Connaught 
555 MacKenzie Avenue / 555, avenue MacKenzie 
Ottawa, Ontario K 1 A OL5 
613-947-4853 
613-617-5572 (c) 
Nadine,Davis@cra-arc.qc.ca 

From: Croteau, Mylene 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2012 09:10 AM 
To: PA-AP-Dist_Media_Enquiries-Demandes_medias 
Cc: PA-AP-Dist_CC_Media Enquiries / Demandes medias 
Subject: FOR APPROVAL - Media Enquiry / Charities - terrorist activities / 19(1) 

FOR APPROVAL 

19(1 ) 

Deadline: Thursday, May 3, 2 p.m. 

Request 

1. Does the CRA or the Directorate have any stats on how many organizations have had their charitable registrations 
revoked for being involved with (whether purposefully or not) funding terrorism abroad? 
2. What is the best way for charities to demonstrate direct control of funds and activities they send/conduct abroad? 
3. Is the phenomenon of Canadian charities being used by listed terrorist entities on the increase according to CRA's 
experience over the last 10 years? 
4. How much manpower or time does the CRA devote to looking at this issue? 
5. Finally, is there a direct resource charities or their boards can use to flag the CRA if they believe their activities have 
been compromised by a terrorist entity? 

Proposed responses (Approved by LPRAB AC): 

The CRA understands that registered charities are an important part of our society. We encourage Canadians to donate 
generously, but also to do their homework. 

The CRA regulates these registered organizations through the Income Tax Act and is committed to ensuring that they 
operate in compliance with the law. When a registered charity is found not to comply with its legal obligations, the eRA 
may revoke its registered status under the Act. 

1) Does the CRA or the Directorate have any slats on how many organizations have had their charitable 
registrations revoked for being involved with (whether purposefully or not) funding terrorism abroad? 

We do not have any statistics on how many organizations have had their charitable registrations revoked for 
being involved with funding terrorism abroad. 

The CRA can revoke an organization for a variety of non-compliance issues, for example: 
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failing to devote its resources to charitable purposes and activities; 

failing to maintain adequate books and records; 

failing to maintain direction and control over its resources; or 

failing to maintain its status as a legal entity . 

Section 241 of the Income Tax Act precludes the CRA from commenting on specific organizations. But when an 
organization is revoked for cause, the CRA is authorized to provide a summary of the reasons for revocation 
on its Web site at www.cra-arc.gc.ca/chrts-gvng/lstngs/menu-eng.html. 

You can find details on the CRA Web site by using the 'Charities Listings' and selecting 'revoked charities for 
cause' from the drop down list. By leaving the charity name blank, you will receive a listing of all the charities that 
have been revoked for cause. Some entries include a summary that provides details on the reasons for 
revocation . In addition, the letters relating to the grounds for revocation are available to the public on request, in 
the language they were originally written, by calling 1-800-267-2384. 

2) What is the best way for charities to demonstrate direct control of funds and activities they 
send/conduct abroad? 

Canada's Income Tax Act rules apply no matter where a Canadian registered charity operates. The rules allow it 
either to make gifts to qualified donees (mostly other registered Canad ian charities), or to carry on its own 
activities. Few foreign organizations are qualified donees. As a result, most Canadian charities operating outside 
Canada must do so by actively delivering their own programs. 

For more information, please see the following CRA Web pages: Canadian Registered Charities Carrying Out 
Activities Outside Canada, Charities in the International Context, and Checklist for charities on avoiding terrorist 
abuse. 

3) Is the phenomenon of Canadian charities being used by listed terrorist entities on the increase 
according to CRA's experience over the last 10 years? 

It is still too soon for us to say whether the things we see are trends, or just a product of our increasing activity 
and expertise. What we can say is that, i rom what we see, instances of actual or suspected terrorist abuse of the 
registered charity sector are rare, but real - both in Canada and other countries. 

4) How much manpower or time does the CRA devote to looking at this issue? 

Within the CRA, the Charities Directorate has a regu latory responsibility to identify problems and to take 
measures that protect and maintain public confidence in the charitable sector. In deciding whether organizations 
should be registered as charities, we need to ensure that the tax benefits reserved for Canada's charities are not 
used to provide support to terrorism in the guise of charity. As a result, every application for registration is 
carefully screened. 

If a registered charity is not meeting its obligations under the Income Tax Act, the CRA takes appropriate follow
up action. This action may include helping a charity to understand the rules, signing a compliance agreement, 
applYing a sanction, or revoking registered status. The facts of a particular case will determine wh ich compliance 
measure will be adopted. 

The CRA audits a number of registered charities each year as a result of public complaints, random selection, or 
after reviewing charities' annual information returns. Charities are also audited to ensure that only those 
organizations that meet the legal requirements for registration maintain charitable status and that they are 
spending their resources on the charitable purposes for which they were registered. 

The CRA takes a balanced approach to compliance that includes educating charities about the rules, conducting 
audits, applying sanctions, or revoking registered status. If a registered charity's activities are not consistent with 
the requirements of the Act, the CRA will take appropriate action . 
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5) Finally, is there a direct resource charities or their boards can use to flag the CRA if they believe their 
activities have been compromised by a terrorist entity? 

The CRA is responsible for ensuring that the benefits provided to Canadian registered charities under the Income 
Tax Act remain available only to those organizations that operate within the boundaries of the law. The CRA 
takes this responsibility very seriously. 

Charities have to remember their obligations under Canada's anti-terrorism legislation. As with all individuals and 
organizations in Canada, charities are responsible for making sure that they do not operate in association with 
individuals or groups that are engaged in terrorist activities, or that support terrorist activities. The intentional 
provision of support to terrorists is a crime. 

As suggested at the end of our Checklist for charities on avoiding terrorist abuse: 

Anyone who suspects links to terrorism should report them to the RCMP's National Security Information Line, 1-
800-420-5805, or visit National Security Information Network on the Web. 

Any individual who has concerns that a specific registered charity is not complying with the terms for charitable 
registration, can inform the eRA by calling 1-800-267-2384 or by sending an email to 
CharitiesComplianceDivisLLPRA@cra.gc.ca. The CRA carefully considers all complaints it receives about 
particular registered charities and takes appropriate follow-up action. For more information, visit Complaints about 
registered charities on the Web. 

Mylene Croteau 
Media Relations Advisor I Conseillere en relations avec les mMias 
Media Relations I Relations avec les mMias 
Public Affairs Branch I Direction generale des affaires publiques 
555 MacKenzie Avenue I 555 avenue MacKenzie 
Ottawa, Ontario I Ottawa (Ontario) 
KIA OL5 

Tel. I Tel. : 613-957-3522 
Fax I Telecopieur: 613-296-7848 
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Croteau, Mylene 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hi! 

Croteau, Mylene 
May 3, 2012 03:39 PM 
Reid, Kavell 
RE: FOR APPROVAL - Media Enquiry / Charities - terrorist activities / 19(1) 
19(1 ) 

Lots of back and forth ... but I just got approval for this which is an " in between": 

It is still too soon for us to confirm whether there is a trend . Instances of actual or suspected terrorist abuse of the 
registered charity sector are rare, but real - both in Canada and other countries. 

M. 

Mylene Croteau 
Media Relations Advisor I Conseillere en relations avec les mMias 
Media Relations I Relations avec les medias 
Public Affairs Branch I Direction generale des affaires publiques 
555 MacKenzie Avenue I 555 avenue MacKenzie· 
Ottawa, Ontario I Ottawa (Ontario) 
KIA OL5 

Tel. I Tel. : 613-957-3522 
Fax I Telecopieur : 613-296-7848 

From: Reid, Kavell 
Sent: May 3, 20123:36 PM 
To: Croteau, Mylene 
Subject: RE: FOR APPROVAL - Media Enquiry I Charit ies - terrorist activities I 19(1) 

Hi Mylene, 

I'm curious to know how this worked out? 

1(ave[[~ia 
A1Manager, Client Interface Section I Gestionnaire interimaire, Section des relations avec les clients 
.Charities Directorate I Direction des organismes de bienfaisance 
Canada Revenue Agency I Agence du revenu du Canada 
Phone I Telephone (613) 954-0595 

----.. --------
From: Croteau, Mylene 
Sent: May 3, 2012 1: 56 PM 

------.•. ---

To: Reid, Kavell; Fraser, Jennifer E. 
Subject: FW: FOR APPROVAL - Media Enquiry I Charities - terrorist activities I 19( 1) 

Hello ladies, 

1 

: 
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Please see below - can you confirm it's ok from your side? They are basically just removing the first part ofthe answer 
to question 3. Looks fine to me, but I wanted to run it by you to be safe! The sooner the better, this is the one whose 
deadline was yesterday, I managed to get him to push it back to this afternoon but would like to answer soon. 

Thanks, as usual! 

Mylime 

Myh~ne Croteau 
Media Relations Advisor I Conseillere en relations avec les medias 
Media Relations I Relations avec les medias 
Public Affairs Branch I Direction gemerale des affaires publiques 
555 MacKenzie Avenue I 555 avenue MacKenzie 
Ottawa, Ontario I Ottawa (Ontario) 
KIA OL5 

Tel. I Tel. : 613-957-3522 
Fax I Telecopieur : 613-296-7848 

From: Davis, Nadine 
Sent: May 3, 2012 1:53 PM 
To: Croteau, Mylene; PA-AP-Dist_Media_Enquiries-Demandes_medias 
Cc: PA-AP-DisCCC_Media Enquiries / Demandes medias 
Subject: FW: FOR APPROVAL - Media Enquiry / Charities - terrorist activities / 1 9 (1 ) 

Good to CO/MO once below changes are confirmed by branch. 

Please change answer 3 to read as below, then approved. 

Thanks. 

I 

3) Is the phenomenon of Canadian charities being used by listed terrorist entities on the increase according to CRA's 

experience over the last 10 years? I. 

Instances of actual or suspected terrorist abuse of the registered charity sector are rare, but real- both in Canada and 
other countries. 

Nadine Davis 
Issues Manager I Gestionnaire des enjeux 
Office of the Minister of National Revenue I Cabinet du Ministre du Revenu national 
7th Floor - Office 7006 I 7 e etage - Bureau 7006 
Connaught Building I Edifice Connaught 
555 MacKenzie Avenue I 555, avenue MacKenzie 
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OL5 
613-947-4853 
613-617-5572 (e) 
Nadine.Davis@era-are.ge.ea 
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From: Croteau, Mylene 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2012 09: 10 AM 
To: PA-AP-Dist_Media_Enquiries-Demandes_medias 
Cc: PA-AP-Dist_ CC_Media Enquiries / Demandes medias 
Subject: FOR APPROVAL - Media Enquiry / Charities - terrorist activities / 19(1) 

FOR APPROVAL 

19(1 ) 

Deadline: Thursday, May 3, 2 p.m. 

Request 

1. Does the CRA or the Directorate have any stats on how many organizations have had their charitable registrations 
revoked for being involved with (whether purposefully or not) funding terrorism abroad? 
2. What is the best way for charities to demonstrate direct control of funds and activities they send/conduct abroad? 
3. Is the phenomenon of Canadian charities being used by listed terrorist entities on the increase according to CRA's 
experience over the last 10 years? 
4. How much manpower or time does the CRA devote to looking at this issue? 
5. Finally. is there a direct resource charities or their boards can use to flag the CRA if they believe their activities have 
been compromised by a terrorist entity? 

Proposed responses (Approved by LPRAB AC): 

The CRA understands that registered charities are an important part of our society. We encourage Canadians to donate 
generously, but also to do their homework. 

The CRA regulates these registered organizations through the Income Tax Act and is committed to ensuring that they 
operate in compliance with the law. When a registered charity is found not to comply with its legal obligations, the CRA 
may revoke its registered status under the Act. 

1) Does the CRA or the Directorate have any stats on how many organizations have had their charitable 
registrations revoked for being inVOlved with (whether purposefully or not) funding terrorism abroad? 

We do not have any statistics on how many organizations ha.ve had their charitable registrations revoked for 
being involved with funding terrorism abroad. 

The CRA can revoke an organization for a variety of non-compliance issues, for example: 

failing to devote its resources to charitable purposes and activities; 

failing to maintain adequate books and records; 

failing to maintain direction and control over its resources; or 

failing to maintain its status as a legal entity . 

Section 241 of the Income Tax Act precludes the CRA from commenting on specific organizations. But when an 
organization is revoked for cause, the CRA is authorized to provide a summary of the reasons for revocation 
on its Web site at www.cra-arc.gc.ca/chrts-gvng/lstngs/menu-eng.html. 

You can find details on the CRA Web site by using the 'Charities Listings' and selecting 'revoked charities for 
cause' from the drop down list. By leaving the charity name blank, you will receive a listing of all the charities that 
have been revoked for cause. Some entries include a summary that provides details on the reasons for 
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revocation. In addition, the letters relating to the grounds for revocation are available to the public on request, in 
the language they were originally written, by calling 1-800-267-2384. 

2) What is the best way for charities to demonstrate direct control of funds and activities they 
send/conduct abroad? 

Canada's Income Tax Act rules apply no matter where a Canadian registered charity operates. The rules allow it 
either to make gifts to qualified donees (mostly other registered Canadian charities), or to carry on its own ; 
activities. Few foreign organizations are qualified donees. As a result, most Canadian charities operating outside I 
Canada must do so by actively delivering their own programs. I' 
For more information, please see the following CRA Web pages: Canadian Registered Charities Carrying Out I 
Activities Outside Canada, Charities in the International Context, and Checklist for charities on avoiding terrorist 
abuse. 

3) Is the phenomenon of Canadian charities being used by listed terrorist entities on the increase 
according to CRA's experience over the last 10 years? 

It is still too soon for us to say whether the things we see are trends, or just a product of our increasing activity 
and expertise. What we can say is that, from what we see, instances of actual or suspected terrorist abuse of the 
registered charity sector are rare, but real - both in Canada and other countries. 

4) How much manpower or time does the CRA devote to looking at this issue? 

Within the CRA, the Charities Directorate has a regulatory responsibility to identify problems and to take 
measures that protect and maintain public confidence in the charitable sector. In deciding whether organizations 
should be registered as charities, we need to ensure that the tax benefits reserved for Canada's charities are not 
used to provide support to terrorism in the guise of charity. As a result, every application for registration is 
carefully screened. 

If a registered charity is not meeting its obligations under the Income Tax Act, the CRA takes appropriate follow
up action. This action may include helping a charity to understand the rules, signing a compliance agreement, 
applying a sanction , or revoking registered status. The facts of a particular case will determine which compliance 
measure will be adopted. 

The CRA audits a number of registered charities each year as a result of public complaints, random selection, or 
after reviewing charities' annual information returns. Charities are also audited to ensure that only those 
organizations that meet the legal requirements for registration maintain charitable status and that they are 
spending their resources on the charitable purposes for which they were registered. 

The CRA takes a balanced approach to compliance that includes educating charities about the rules, conducting 
audits, applying sanctions, or revoking registered status. If a registered charity's activities are not consistent with 
the requirements of the Act, the CRA will take appropriate action. 

5) Finally, is there a direct resource charities or their boards can use to flag the CRA if they believe their 
activities have been compromised by a terrorist entity? 

The CRA is responsible for ensuring that the benefits provided to Canadian registered charities under the Income 
Tax Act remain available only to those organizations that operate within the boundaries of the law. The CRA 
takes this responsibility very seriously. 

Charities have to remember their obligations under Canada's anti-terrorism legislation. As with all individuals and 
organizations in Canada, charities are responsible for making sure that they do not operate in association with 
individuals or groups that are engaged in terrorist activities, or that support terrorist activities. The intentional 
provision of support to terrorists is a crime. 

As suggested at the end of our Checklist for charities on avoiding terrorist abuse: 
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Anyone who suspects links to terrorism should report them to the RCMP's National Security Information Line, 1-
800-420-5805, or visit National Security Information Network on the Web. 

Any individual who has concerns that a specific registered charity is not complying with the terms for charitable 
registration, can inform the CRA by calling 1-800-267-2384 or by sending an email to 
CharitiesComplianceDivisi.LPRA@cra.gc.ca. The CRA carefully considers all complaints it receives about 
particular registered charities and takes appropriate follow-up action. For more information, visit Complaints about 
registered charities on the Web. 

Myleme Croteau 
Media Relations Advisor I Conseillere en relations avec les medias 
Media Relations I Relations avec les medias 
Public Affairs Branch I Direction generale des affaires publiques 
555 MacKenzie Avenue I 555 avenue MacKenzie 
Ottawa, Ontario I Ottawa (Ontario) 
KIA OL5 

Tel. I Tel. : 613-957-3522 
Fax I Telecopieur: 613-296-7848 
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Croteau, Mylene 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Perfect, thanks Nadine! 

M. 

Myleme Croteau 

Croteau, Mylene 
May 3, 2012 03:42 PM 
Davis, Nadine 
RE: FOR APPROVAL - Media Enquiry / Charities - terrorist activities / 19(1) 
19(1 ) 

Media Relations Advisor I Conseillere en relations avec les medias 
Media Relations I Relations avec les medias 
Public Affairs Branch I Direction generale des affaires publiques 
555 MacKenzie Avenue I 555 avenue MacKenzie 
Ottawa, Ontario I Ottawa (Ontario) 
KIA OL5 

Tel. I Tel. : 613-957-3522 
Fax I Telecopieur : 61 3-296-7848 

From: Davis, Nadine 
Sent: May 3, 2012 3:37 PM 
To: Croteau, Mylene; PA-AP-DisCMedia_Enquiries-Demandes_medias 
Cc: PA-AP-DisCCC_Media Enquiries I Demandes medias 
Subject: RE: FOR APPROVAL - Media Enquiry I Charities - terrorist activities I 19(1) 

Approved by CO/MO with the following response to 0 3 (as agreed to by branch and MO): 

3) Is the phenomenon of Canadian charities being used by listed terrorist entities on the increase 
according to CRA's experience over the last 10 years? 

/ 

It is still too soon for us to confirm whether there is a trend. Instances of actual or suspected terrorist abuse of the 
registered charity sector are rare, but real- both in Canada and other countries. 

Nadine Davis 
Issues Manager I Gestionnaire des enjeux 
Office of the Minister of National Revenue I Cabinet du Ministre du Revenu national 
7th Floor - Office 7006 I 7e etage - Bureau 7006 
Connaught Building I Edifice Connaught 
555 MacKenzie Avenue I 555, avenue MacKenzie 
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OL5 
613-947-4853 
613-617-5572 (c) 
Nadine.Davis@cra-arc.gc.ca 

From: Croteau, Mylene 
Sent: May 3, 201209:11 AM 
To: PA-AP-Dist_Media_Enquiries-Demandes_medias 
Cc:PA-AP-DisCCC_Media Enquiries I Demandes medias 
Subject: FOR APPROVAL - Media Enquiry I Charities - terrorist activities I 

1 

19(1 ) 
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FOR APPROVAL 

19(1 ) 

Deadline: Thursday, May 3, 2 p.m. 

Request 

1. Does the CRA or the Directorate have any stats on how many organizations have had their charitable registrations 
revoked for being involved with (whether purposefully or not) funding terrorism abroad? 
2. What is the best way for charities to demonstrate direct control of funds and activities they send/conduct abroad? 
3. Is the phenomenon of Canadian charities being used by listed terrorist entities on the increase according to CRA's 
experience over the last 10 years? 
4. How much manpower or time does the CRA devote to looking at this issue? 
5. Finally, is there a direct resource charities or their boards can use to flag the CRA if they believe their activities have 
been compromised by a terrorist entity? 

Proposed responses (Approved by LPRAB AC): 

The CRA understands that registered charities are an important part of our society. We encourage Canadians to donate 
generously, but also to do their homework. 

The CRA regulates these registered organizations through the Income Tax Act and is committed to ensuring that they 
operate in compliance with the law. When a registered charity is found not to comply with its legal obligations, the CRA 
may revoke its registered status under the Act. 

1) Does the CRA or the Di rectorate have any stats on how many organizations have had their charitable 
registrations revoked for being involved with (whether purposefully or not) funding terrorism abroad? 

We do not have any statistics on how many organizations have had their charitable registrations revoked for 
being involved with funding terrorism abroad. 

The CRA can revoke an organization for a variety of non-compliance issues, for example: 

failing to devote its resources to charitable purposes and activities; 

failing to maintain adequate books and records; 

failing to maintain direction and control over its resources; or 

failing to maintain its status as a legal entity. 

Section 241 of the Income Tax Act precludes the CRA from commenting on specific organizations. But when an 
organization is revoked for cause, the CRA is authorized to provide a summary of the reasons for revocation 
on its Web site at www.cra-arc.gc.ca/chrts-gvngllstngs/menu-eng.html. 

You can find details on the CRA Web site by using the 'Charities Listings' and selecting 'revoked charities for 
cause' from the drop down list. By leaving the charity name blank, you will receive a listing of all the charities that 
have been revoked for cause. Some entries include a summary that provides details on the reasons for 
revocation . In addition, the letters relating to the grounds for revocation are available to the public on request, in 
the language they were originally written , by calling 1-800-267-2384. 

2) What is the best way for charities to demonstrate direct control of funds and activities they 
send/conduct abroad? 
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Canada's Income Tax Act rules apply no matter where a Canadian registered charity operates, The rules allow it 
either to make gifts to qualified donees (mostly other reg istered Canadian charities), or to carry on its own 
activities, Few foreign organizations are qualified donees, As a result, most Canad ian charities operating outside 
Canada must do so by actively delivering their own programs, 

For more information, please see the following CRA Web pages: Canadian Registered Charities Carrying Out 
Activities Outside Canada, Charities in the International Context, and Checklist for charities on avoiding terrorist 
abuse, 

3) Is the phenomenon of Canadian charities being used by listed terrorist entities on the increase 
according to CRA's experience over the last 10 years? 

It is still too soon for us to say whether the things we see are trends, or just a product of our increasing activity 
and expertise, What we can say is that, from what we see, instances of actual or suspected terrorist abuse of the 
registered charity sector are rare, but real - both in Canada and other countries, 

4) How much manpower or time does the CRA devote to looking at this issue? 

Within the CRA, the Charities Directorate has a regulatory responsibility to identify problems and to take 
measures that protect and maintain public confidence in the charitable sector. In deciding whether organizations 
should be registered as charities, we need to ensure that the tax benefits reserved for Canada's charities are not 
used to provide support to terrorism in the guise of charity, As a resu lt, every application for registration is 
carefully screened, 

If a registered charity is not meeting its obligations under the Income Tax Act, the CRA takes appropriate follow
up action. This action may include helping a charity to understand the rules, signing a compliance agreement, 
applying a sanction, or revoking registered status. The facts of a particular case will determine which compliance 
measure will be adopted. 

The CRA audits a number of registered charities each year as a result of public complaints, random selection, or 
after reviewing charities' annual information returns. Charities are also audited to ensure that only those 
organizations that meet the legal requ irements for registration maintain charitable status and that they are 
spending their resou rces on the charitable purposes for which they were registered. 

The CRA takes a balanced approach to compliance that includes educating charities about the rules, conducting 
audits, applying sanctions, or revoking registered status. If a registered charity's activities are not consistent with 
the requirements of the Act, the CRA will take appropriate action. 

5) Finally, is there a di rec t resource charities or their boards can use to flag the CRA if they believe their 
activities have been compromised by a terrorist entity? 

The CRA is responsible for ensuring that the benefits provided to Canadian registered charities under the Income 
Tax Act remain available only to those organizations that operate within the boundaries of the law. The CRA 
takes this responsibility very seriously. 

Charities have to remember their obligations under Canada's anti-terrorism legislation. As with all individuals and 
organizations in Canada, charities are responsible for making sure that they do not operate in association with 
individuals or groups that are engaged in terrorist activities, or that support terrorist activities. The intentional 
provision of support to terrorists is a crime. 

As suggested at the end of our Checklist for charities on avoiding terrorist abuse: 

Anyone who suspects links to terrorism should report them to the RCMP's National Security Information Line, 1-
800-420-5805, or visit National Security Information Network on the Web. 

Any individual who has concerns that a specific registered charity is not complying with the terms for charitable 
registration, can inform the CRA by calling 1-800-267-2384 or by sending an email to 
CharitiesComplianceDivisi.LPRA@cra.gc.ca. The CRA carefully considers all complaints it receives about 
particular registered charities and takes appropriate follow-up action. For more information, visit Complaints about 
registered charities on the Web. 
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Myleme Croteau 
Media Relations Advisor I Conseillere en relations avec les medias 
Media Relations I Relations avec les medias 
Public Affairs Branch I Direction generale des affaires publiques 
555 MacKenzie Avenue I 555 avenue MacKenzie 
Ottawa, Ontario I Ottawa (Ontario) 
KIA OL5 

Tel. I Tel. : 613-957-3522 
Fax I Telecopieur: 613-296-7848 
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Croteau, Mylene 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Croteau, Mylene 
May 3, 2012 03:43 PM 
, 19( 1 ) 

Subject: RE: Media query from 19(1) 

Helio, 

As promised yesterday, here are the responses to your questions: 

1) Does the CRA or the Directorate have any stats on how many organizations have had their charitable 
registrations revoked for being inVOlved with (whether purposefully or not) funding terrorism abroad? 

We do not have any statistics on how many organizations have had their charitable registrations revoked for 
being involved with funding terrorism abroad. 

The CRA can revoke an organization for a variety of non-compliance issues, for example: 

failing to devote its resources to charitable purposes and activities; 

failing to maintain adequate books and records; 

failing to maintain direction and control over its resources; or 

failing to maintain its status as a legal entity . 

Section 241 of the Income Tax Act precludes the CRA from commenting on specific organizations. But when an 
organization is revoked for cause, the CRA is authorized to provide a summary of the reasons for revocation 
on its Web site at www.cra-arc.gc.ca/chrts-gvng/lstngs/menu-eng.html. 

You can find details on the CRA Web site by using the 'Charities Listings' and selecting 'revoked charities for 
cause' from the drop down list. By leaving the charity name blank, you will receive a listing of all the charities that 
have been revoked for cause. Some entries include a summary that provides details on the reasons for 
revocation. In addition, the letters relating to tlie grounds for revocation are available to the public on request, in 
the language they were originally written , by calling 1-800-267-2384. 

2) What is the best way for charities to demonst rate direct control of funds and activities they 
send/conduct abroad? 

Canada's Income Tax Act rules apply no matter where a Canadian registered charity operates. The rules allow it 
either to make gifts to qualified donees (mostly other registered Canadian charities), or to carry on its own 
activities. Few foreign organizations are qualified donees. As a result, most Canadian charities operating outside 
Canada must do so by actively delivering their own programs. 

For more information, please see the following CRA Web pages: Canadian Registered Charities Carrying Out 
Activities Outside Canada, Charities in the International Context, and Checklist for charities on avoiding terrorist 
abuse. . 

3) Is the phenomenon of Canadian charities being used by listed terrorist entities on the increase 
according to CRA's experience over the last 10 years? 

It is still too soon for us to confirm whether there is a trend . Instances of actual or suspected terrorist abuse of the 
registered charity sector are rare, but real- both in Canada and other countries. 
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4) How much manpower or time does the CRA devote to looking at this issue? 

Within the CRA, the Charities Directorate has a regulatory responsibility to identify problems and to take 
measures that protect and maintain public confidence in the charitable sector. In deciding whether organizations 
should be registered as charities, we need to ensure that the tax benefits reserved for Canada's charities are not 
used to provide support to terrorism in the guise of charity. As a result, every application for registration is 
carefully screened. 

If a registered charity is not meeting its obligations under the Income Tax Act, the CRA takes appropriate follow
up action. This action may include helping a charity to understand the rules, signing a compliance agreement, 
applying a sanction, or revoking registered status. The facts of a particular case will determine which compliance 
measure will be adopted . 

The CRA audits a number of registered charities each year as a result of public complaints, random selection, or 
after reviewing charities' annual information returns. Charities are also audited to ensure that only those 
organizations that meet the legal requirements for registration maintain charitable status and that they are 
spending their resources on the charitable purposes for which they were registered. 

The CRA takes a balanced approach to compliance that includes educating charities about the rules, conducting 
audits, applying sanctions, or revoking registered status. If a registered charity's activities are not consistent with 
the requirements of the Act, the CRA will take appropriate action. 

5) Finally, is there a direct resource charities or their boards can use to flag the CRA if they believe their 
activities have been compromised by a terror ist ent ity? 

The CRA is responsible for ensuring that the benefits provided to Canadian registered charities under the Income 
Tax Act remain available only to those organizations that operate within the boundaries of the law. The CRA 
takes this responsibility very seriously. 

Charities have to remember their obligations under Canada's anti-terrorism legislation. As with all individuals and 
organizations in Canada, charities are responsible for making sure that they do not operate in association with 
individuals or groups that are engaged in terrorist activities, or that support terrorist activities. The intentional 
provision of support to terrorists is a crime. 

As suggested at the end of our Checldist for charities on avoiding terrorist abuse: 

Anyone who suspects links to terrorism should report them to the RCMP's National Security Information Line, 1-
800-420-5805, or visit National Security Information Network on the Web. 

Any individual who has concerns that a specific registered charity is not complying with the terms for charitable 
registration , can inform the CRA by calling 1-800-267-2384 or by sending an email to 
CharitiesComplianceDivisi.LPRA@cra.gc.ca. The CRA carefully considers all complaints it receives about 
particular registered charities and takes appropriate follow-up action. For more information, visit Complaints about 
registered charities on the Web. 

Regards, 

Mylene 

Myh3ne Croteau 
Media Relations Advisor I Conseillere en relations avec les medias 
Media Relations I Relations avec les medias 
Public Affairs Branch I Direction generale des affaires publiques 
555 MacKenzie Avenue I 555 avenue MacKenzie 
Ottawa, Ontario I Ottawa (Ontario) 
KIA OL5 

Tel.l Tel. : 613-957-3522 
Fax I Telecopieur: 613-296-7848 
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From: 19(1) 
Sent: May 2, 2012 4:31 PM 
To: Croteau, Mylene 
Subject: Re: Media query from 19 ( 1 ) 

Hello Mylene, 

Yes. But please send as soon as possible. 

Merci et bien a vous, 
19(1) 

On 2012-05-02, at 3:34 PM, Croteau, Mylene wrote: 

Hello, 

I just wanted to follow-up on this. The questions are a bit more complicated than originally thought and it is unlikely 
that we will have a response for you today. I should be able to send you something before end of day tomorrow. Can 
you please let me know if that would still be ok? 

Thank you, 

Mylene 

Myleme Croteau 
Media Relations Advisor I Conseiliere en relations avec les medias 
Media Relations I Relations avec les medias 
Public Affairs Branch I Direction generale des affaires pllbliques 
555 MacKenzie Avenue I 555 avenue MacKenzie 
Ottawa, Ontario I Ottawa (Ontario) 
KIA OL5 

Tel. I Tel. : 613-957-3522 
Fax I Telecopieur : 613-296-7848 

From: 19(1) 
Sent: April 30, 2012 12:46 PM 
To: Croteau, Mylene 
Subject: RE: Media query from 19(1 f 

Thank you Mylene. 

19( 1) 

From: Mylene.Croteau@cra-arc.gc.ca 
To: 19(1) 
Date: Mon, 30 Apr 2012 12:26:50 -0400 
Subject: RE: Media query from 19(1) 

Helio, 
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Well received, thank you. I will look into it and will get back to you by end of day Wednesday. 

Mylene 

Myl€me Croteau 
Media Relations Advisor I Conseillere en relations avec les medias 
Media Relations I Relations avec les medias 
Public Affairs Branch I Direction generale des affaires publiques 
555 MacKenzie Avenue I 555 avenue MacKenzie 
Ottawa, Ontario I Ottawa (Ontario) 
KIA OL5 

Tel. I Tel. : 61 3-957-3522 
Fax I Telecopieur : 61 3-296-7848 

._-. __ .. _ .. _--_._-----_._-----------_.--------._--._------
From: i 19(1) 
Sent: April 30, 2012 12:16 PM 
To: Croteau, Mylene 
Subject: RE: Media query from 19(1) 
Importance: High 

Hi Mylene, 

As discussed, the following are my questions for the CRA re : positioning on terrorist activity within non profits and 
charities in Canada. 

1. Does the CRA or the Directorate have any stats on how many organizations have had their charitable registrations 
revoked for being involved with (whether purposefully or not) funding terrorism abroad? 
2. What is the best way for charities to demonstrate direct control of funds and activities they send/conduct abroad? 
3. Is the phenomenon of Canadian charities being used by listed terrorist entities on the increase according to CRA's 
experience over the last 10 years? 
4. How much manpower or t ime does the CRA devote to looking at this issue? 
5. Finally, is there a direct resource charities or their boards can use to flag the CRA if they believe their activities have 
been compromised by a terrorist entity? 

Thank you, 
19(1 ) 

> From: Mylene.Croteau@cra-arc.gc.ca 
> To: 19(1) 

> Date: Mon, 30 Apr 2012 09:49:50 -0400 
> Subject: RE: Media query from 19(1) 
> 
> 
> Good morning, 
> 
> My colleague passed on your request to me this morning, as all Canada Revenue Agency media request go through the 
media relation's team. For future reference, you can contact either myself or my colleague Philippe Brideau 
(Philippe.brideau@cra-arc.gc.ca) with media requests and we will get back to you as soon as we can. 
> 
> Regarding your request below, is there any flexibility with your deadline? Having responses to you today is very 
unlikely given that it is the last day for people to file, so we are extremely busy at the moment. The best way to address 
your request would indeed be with an email Q&A.soif your deadline is fleXible, please let me know what your absolute 
deadline would be, and send me your questions as soon as possible so that I can have our experts address them as soon 
as possible. 
> 
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> Regards, 
> 
> MylEme 
> 
> MylEme Croteau 
> Media Relations Advisor I Conseillere en relations avec les medias 
> Media Relations I Relations avec les medias 
> Public Affairs Branch I Direction generale des affaires publiques 
> 555 MacKenzie Avenue I 555 avenue MacKenzie 
> Ottawa, Ontario I Ottawa (Ontario) 
> KIA Ol5 
> 
> Tel. I Tel. : 613-957-3522 
> Fax I Telecopieur : 613-296-7848 
> 
> 
> -----Original Message----
> From : 19(1 j" 
> Sent: April 27, 2012 2:27 PM 
> To: Bland, Alastair 
> Subject: Media query from 19(1) 
> Importance: High 
> 
> Dear Mr. Bland, 
> 
> My name is 19(1) . I'm a contributing writer with 19(1) working on a story to educate our 
readers about how non profits can best protect themselves from being used by terrorist entities both domestically and 
abroad. 
> 
> Mark Blumberg was kind enough to indicate that you had recent ly given a talk on this issue on behalf of the CRA. As 
such, I hoped to speak with you and get your comments on this issue from a Canadian perspective. looking at issues like 
how widespread a problem this might be in the country, how many organizations the CRA has identified as being 
involved (knowingly or not) with terrorist fundraising activities, etc. 
> 
> Happy to conduct an e-mail Q&A if that works better for you. 
> 
> My deadline is this Monday, April 30. 
> 
> Thanks in advance for your time and consideration. I look forward to hearing back from you. 
> 
> Kind regards, 
>, 19(1) 
> 
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